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hydrophobic forces,[8] dipolar interac-
tions,[9] and hydrogen bonding[10] could 
lead to static self-assembly of nanopar-
ticles in colloidal systems. On the other 
hand, dissipative self-assembly can be 
realized with the assistance of external 
fields, such as static or time-varying elec-
trical, magnetic, and optical fields.[11–15] In 
particular, light-induced self-organization 
from optical binding interactions can lead 
to unique optical matter structures con-
sisting of discrete particles.[16–18] Owing 
to the enhanced electrodynamic interac-
tions among strongly scattering plasmonic 
nanoparticles, a few metallic nanoparticles 
illuminated by a focused laser beam can 
self-organize into well-defined mesoscale 
assemblies where the field-induced inter-
particle interaction is strong enough to 
overcome Brownian motion.[19–22] How-
ever, assemblies of a large number of 
nanoparticles tend to be disordered in 
an extended optical field due to the avail-
ability of many local energy minima on 
the potential energy surface[21] where the 
energy barriers between them are not deep 
enough to maintain the structural stability 

under thermal fluctuations.
Random fluctuations, however, can also facilitate self-

assembly as formulated by Ilya Prigogine in the 1970s.[23] 
When an open system is driven away from thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the supplied energy enables interactions among 
the building blocks and environment. The system remains dis-
ordered in the linear nonequilibrium thermodynamics regime, 
but if it reaches a nonlinear regime, the system can abruptly 
change once a governing parameter reaches a threshold. 
The reduction of entropy could then direct the formation of 
ordered structures, that is, the dissipative self-assembly struc-
tures,[24] which only survive with a constant supply of energy. 
There have been several demonstrations of ordered structures 
arising in colloidal particle systems that are far from thermo-
dynamic equilibrium over the last decade.[25–28] More recently, 
Tagliazucchi et al. predicted that dimers, fibers, and honey-
combs structures would emerge from disordered pH-sensitive 
particles under externally controlled pH oscillations,[29] and 
Ilday et al. have demonstrated self-assembly of tens to thou-
sands of colloidal nanoparticles with fast kinetics in a spa-
tiotemporal temperature gradient field caused by ultrafast  

Dissipative self-assembly of colloidal nanoparticles offers the prospect of 
creating reconfigurable artificial materials and systems, yet the phenomenon 
only occurs far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Therefore, it is usually 
difficult to predict and control. Here, a dissipative colloidal solution system, 
where anisotropic chains with different interparticle separations in two 
perpendicular directions transiently arise among largely disordered silver 
nanoparticles illuminated by a laser beam, is reported. The optical field 
creates a nonequilibrium dissipative state, where a disorder-to-order tran-
sition occurs driven by anisotropic electrodynamic interactions coupled 
with electrostatic interactions. Investigation of the temporal dynamics and 
spatial arrangements of the nanoparticle system shows that the optical 
binding strength and entropy of the system are two crucial parameters for 
the formation of the anisotropic chains and responsible for adaptive behav-
iors, such as self-replication of dimer units. Formation of anisotropic nano-
particle chains is also observed among colloidal nanoparticles made from 
other metal (e.g., Au), polymer (e.g., polystyrene), ceramic (e.g., CeO2), and 
hybrid materials (e.g., SiO2@Au core–shell), suggesting that light-driven 
self-organization will provide a wide range of opportunities to discover new 
dissipative structures under thermal fluctuations and build novel anisotropic 
materials with nanoscale order.

Dissipative Self-Assembly

The ability to arrange colloidal nanoparticles into ordered 
structures has enormous potential for physical sciences. 
Nanoparticle assemblies can exhibit unique properties such as 
enhanced light energy harvesting,[1] optical Fano resonance scat-
tering,[2] topological darkness,[3] epsilon-near-zero behavior,[4] 
and optical cloaking.[5] Driven by interparticle interactions 
and forces, random particles can become ordered and form 
desired structures. For example, van der Waals forces,[6,7] 
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laser pulses.[30] Dissipative self-assembly offers the prospect 
of building reconfigurable artificial materials and systems.[31] 
Therefore, it is of great importance to discover new dissipa-
tive structures and understand the factors that determine their 
structures and dynamics.

Herein, we demonstrate a disorder-to-order transition in a 
dissipative silver nanoparticle colloidal system illuminated by 
a linearly polarized optical field. Anisotropic chains consisting 
of parallel units, mainly including dimers, linear trimers, and 
tetramers, spontaneously form inside the electrodynamically 
bound yet thermally fluctuating silver nanoparticle assem-
blies. These chain units are oriented along the polarization 
direction with interparticle separations much smaller than 
the traditional optical binding distance of λ/n, where λ is the 
wavelength of light of the optical field and n is the index of 
refraction of the medium (i.e., liquid).[17] We show that these 
anisotropic chains can form inside a totally disordered system 
(i.e., large entropy) and/or by the collapse of a centrosym-
metric hexagonal lattice (i.e., small entropy) if the nanoparti-
cles have weak or strong electrodynamic interactions, which 
can be tuned by the intensity of external optical field. We have 
further investigated the spatial arrangements and dynamics of 
the whole particle system through experiments and electrody-
namic simulations. We find that the formation of anisotropic 
chains is a self-organization phenomenon from anisotropic 
electrodynamic interactions combined with electrostatic inter-
actions, which are different from the previously reported light-
assisted self-assembly of metal nanoparticle chains[32,33] and 
hexagonal lattices created by strong compressive gradient force 
and weak optical binding interactions.[34] Our results reveal 
a dynamic optical matter system[16,34] and provide a new way 
to study dissipative self-assembly in complex nanoparticle 
systems.

The experiments were conducted with an optical trapping 
apparatus using a continuous-wave laser with wavelength 
λ = 800 nm, which is illustrated in Figure 1a. The diameter 
of the laser spot was ≈14 µm that allowed confining multiple 
nano particles near a coverslip surface in a liquid sample cell by 
laser radiation pressure. The optical field was linearly polarized 
along the y-axis and propagated along the z-axis. As the 
Gaussian beam was not tightly focused, the gradient trapping 
forces in the transverse plane of the optical field were neg-
ligible.[21,35] Figure 1b illustrates the disordered and ordered 
states of the colloidal system in the optical field, and Figure 1c 
shows the corresponding series of dark-field images of Ag nano-
particles in the optical fields with low (160 mW) and high  
(500 mW) laser powers, respectively. When the laser power is 
low, the Ag nanoparticles exhibit strong Brownian fluctuations 
and behave largely as a disordered system. When the laser power 
is high, chain-like structures appear in the system. The long 
axes of the chains are oriented perpendicular to the polariza-
tion direction with interparticle separations of ≈600 nm, which 
is equivalent to the first optical binding separation at d ≈λ/n 
(refractive index n = 1.33 for water).[17] Interestingly, some 
silver nanoparticles could form dimers, linear trimers, and 
even tetramers (referred to as chain units) along the short 
axes of the chains. These chain units are oriented parallel to 
the polarization direction with an average interparticle separa-
tion of ≈330 nm. The anisotropic chains that arise reconfigure 
themselves stochastically in the system. Similar Ag nanoparticle 
chains with dimer units were also observed in optical line traps  
due to the 1D trapping field and strong confinement along the 
short axis of a line trap,[20,35] but no such guided trapping and 
confinement exists here in the 2D Gaussian field.

We have studied the nanoparticle dynamics at dif-
ferent laser powers and find the disorder-to-order transition 
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Figure 1. Light-induced self-assembly of anisotropic chains in a disordered nanoparticle system. a) Schematic of the experiment setup. b) Illustration of 
Ag nanoparticles in disordered and ordered (in the form of anisotropic chains) states in a linearly polarized optical field. c) The corresponding dark-field  
images of disordered and ordered structures with 160 and 500 mW laser power in x–y plane, respectively. The motion of the Ag nanoparticles was 
recorded for about 124 s, while the laser beam traveling through the sample cell gradually brought more particles into the optical field.
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occurs at ≈400 mW (corresponding to 2.6 mW µm−2). In 
addition, we find that: (i) as the laser power increases to 
440 mW (2.86 mW µm−2), dimers may directly form in a dis-
ordered system with low particle concentration, but anisotropic 
chains only exist in systems of high particle concentration 
(Figure S1, Supporting Information); (ii) as the laser power 
increases to 580 mW (3.77 mW µm−2), the formation prob-
ability of the anisotropic chains and hexagonal lattice increases 
at the same particle number compared with 440 mW laser illu-
mination (Movies S1 and S2, Supporting Information). A hex-
agonal lattice consisting of multiple nanoparticle chains tends 
to form first as the number of trapped particles increases, and  
chain units are more likely to form due to the collapse of hexag-
onal lattice structures (also see Figure S2, Supporting Informa-
tion). More dimers/trimers can align in a row with orientation 
parallel to the light polarization direction in systems with high 
particle concentration (Figure S3, Supporting Information); (iii) 
the interparticle separations of dimers decrease with increasing 
laser power, for example, from ≈340 nm at 440 mW to ≈320 nm 
at 580 mW (Figure S4a, Supporting Information).

These observations suggest that, first, the electrodynamic 
interactions and Brownian motion play important roles in 
the formation and disassociation of anisotropic chains, while 
their significance is different with weak and strong electrody-
namic interactions. Second, the anisotropic chains emerge 
via two channels: either directly inside a largely disordered 
system and/or from the collapse of a hexagonal lattice. Third, 
at small interparticle separations (320–340 nm, smaller than 
the first optical binding separation), the near-field interactions 
start to dominate, which results in the nanoparticles aligning 
themselves along the polarization direction (y-axis) of the light. 
Finally, the chain units are not formed by pure optical forces 
since equilibrium electrodynamic states are independent of 
light intensity; for example, the interparticle separations along 

the chains remain at ≈600 nm due to optical binding (Figure 
S4b, Supporting Information).

We have further investigated the spatial arrangements of the 
whole particle system by measuring the separations and orien-
tations of all pairs of nanoparticles with different laser powers. 
The preferred separations and orientations can be seen from 
the probability density distribution maps plotted in Figure 2a–c, 
and Figure 2d–f displays the corresponding distributions of 
pair separation categorized with vertical (−90° to −45° and 45° 
to 90°, red line) and horizontal (−45° to 45°, blue line) orienta-
tions. The data are extracted from the motions of the nanopar-
ticles with different laser powers for 124 s (the trapped Ag par-
ticle number as a function of the laser power is shown in Figure 
S5, Supporting Information). The nanoparticles prefer to be 
separated by discrete distances equal to integer multiples of the 
trapping laser’s wavelength in the liquid, and along the direc-
tion perpendicular (i.e., at 90°) to the polarization. The chain 
units have a weak formation probability but significant prefer-
ence to align parallel to the polarization direction. As the laser 
power increases, the probability of forming these chain units 
increases, while longer chains are also more likely to form.

To gain insight into the dynamics of this complex multipar-
ticle system, we chose an optical field with high intensity to 
confine more silver nanoparticles (580 mW, 3.77 mW µm−2). 
Figure 3a shows a series of dark-field images obtained during 
the formation of several dimer/trimer chains from 105.59 to 
105.73 s (Movie S3, Supporting Information). It is clear that 
with linearly polarized light, clusters with more particles tend 
to collapse, leading to the formation of anisotropic chains in a 
very short time (140 ms). These transitions further reveal that 
the formation of one dimer can accelerate the formation of 
another, which eventually results in the collapse of hexagonal 
lattice structures. This can be viewed as self-replication,[24] 
which is an important characteristic of dissipative self-assembly 
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Figure 2. Electrodynamic interactions of the silver nanoparticles. a–c) Angular probability density distributions as a function of the separation of any 
two particles with different laser powers. The cumulative time is 124 s (37 200 frames). Note that the probability density (ρd) at ≈330 nm separation and 
orientation of ±90° increases at higher laser power, which is parallel to the polarization direction (i.e., vertical). d–f) The corresponding probability density 
distributions of the interparticle separations with vertical (−90° to −45° and 45° to 90°, red line) and horizontal (−45° to 45°, blue line) orientations.
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that readily occurs in natural systems. Figure 3b displays the 
total number of trapped Ag particles and the number of par-
ticle pairs consisting of two adjacent nanoparticles in the chain 
units (e.g., a linear trimer has two particle pairs and a linear 
tetramer has three particle pairs) in 124 s. The red curve with 
low signal-to-noise ratio represents frequent assembly and dis-
assembly of the chain units caused by Brownian motion of the 
nanoparticles.

The formation mechanism of the anisotropic chains is dif-
ferent with weak and strong electrodynamic interactions as 
we discussed following Figure 1c. To verify this conjecture, 
we have categorized all the anisotropic chains based on their 
lengths and existing times. Figure 3c displays the forma-
tion probability of single, two, and three chains with different 
laser powers. Here, each chain in Figure 3c includes at least 
one dimer. These data clearly show that: (i) the formation of 
multiple chains is much more difficult than a single chain; 
(ii) only one chain is observed at low laser power; (iii) high laser 
power could significantly increase the formation probability of 
all chain structures.

To reveal the underlying mechanism of the transient 
dynamics of these chain structures, their durations of existence 
are measured with different laser powers. The decay traces in 
Figure 3d clearly show two processes with short and long time 
constants, respectively. These curves can be fitted by a biexpo-
nential function: I (t) = Af exp[−t/τf ] + As exp[−t/τs], where τf (τs) 
and Af (As) are the time constants and weight factor of the fast 
(slow) process, respectively. The fitting results show that with 
440 mW laser power, the fast decay process dominates, but the 
weight factor of the slow decay process increases significantly 
as the power reaches 503 mW. As the laser power increases 
from 503 to 580 mW, the fast decay time (τf) almost remains at 
3.9 ms, and the slow decay time (τs) increases from 13 to 24 ms.

These two decay processes strongly suggest that the 
dynamics of self-organization of the anisotropic chains depend 

on different formation/disassociation channels. On the other 
hand, we observed that the length of these chains could be 
very different, which may affect the dynamic processes in 
Figure 3d. Therefore, we plot the probability density distri-
bution of these chains as a function of the chain length and 
existing time with different laser powers (Figure 3e). The 
probability of formation of longer chains increases dramati-
cally with laser power. However, longer chains suffer from a 
much shorter existing time compared with short chains due 
to the thermal fluctuation of the particle system, so the length 
distributions of the anisotropic chains are apparently not the 
factor that improves the slow decay process as laser power 
increases. Thus, the transition between dimer and ordered lat-
tice structures is the only reasonable explanation for the origin 
of the slow decay process observed in Figure 3d. Accordingly, 
the fast decay process is attributed to the transition between 
dimers and random single nanoparticles, where the stability of 
the dimers is reduced compared to those associated with the 
ordered hexagonal lattice.

In order to understand the optical forces that act on the silver 
nanoparticles and why these forces lead to the formation of the 
anisotropic chains, we performed electrodynamic simulations of 
Ag nanoparticles using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 
method. Figure 4a shows the optical forces of particle pairs and 
chains in three different configurations. The separations for 
all the particles in x-direction (perpendicular to the polarization 
direction) are fixed at 600 nm, while that for the particle pairs in 
y-direction (highlighted in blue, green, and red colors) are allowed 
to vary in the range of 200–800 nm. The corresponding interpar-
ticle forces show that for an isolated particle pair (blue curve for 
configuration I), an equilibrium separation is found at 689 nm 
where restoring forcesexist around this position and the particle 
pair can remain stable. However, as additional particles are added 
at the optical binding positions in the x-direction, the equilib-
rium configuration of the particle pair is destroyed and the optical 
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Figure 3. Transient dynamics of the electrodynamically bound nanoparticle system. a) A series of dark-field images during the formation of several 
silver dimer chains. The nanoparticles are marked by red circles for better visibility. The scale bar is 1 µm. b) The number of single nanoparticles and 
particle pairs (e.g., a linear trimer is counted as two dimers) inside the optical matter system in a period of 124 s. c) Dependence of formation prob-
ability of single, two, and three chains on the laser power. d) Counts of single chain with different durations of existence. Note that each chain in (c) 
and (d) includes at least one dimer. e) Probability density (ρd) distribution of the anisotropic chains as a function of the chain length and coupling time.
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forces are always negative, indicating that the chain structure 
could strongly affect (destroy) the optical binding state parallel to 
the polarization for the particle pair (green and red).

Figure 4b compares the optical binding potentials of the unit 
cells (i.e., a pair of individual particles or dimers) for a single 
nanoparticle chain and an anisotropic chain, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Formation mechanisms of the anisotropic silver nanoparticle chains. a) Optical forces of an isolated particle pair and pairs inside chains as 
a function of the particle pair separation (d) with three different configurations. b) Optical binding potentials of two individual silver nanoparticles and 
two dimers as a function of the interparticle separation (d) along x-direction. The interparticle separations for the dimers are fixed at 330 nm along 
the y-direction. c) Dynamic simulations of an electrodynamically bound particle system with 24 Ag nanoparticles including thermal fluctuations. The 
minimum interparticle separation is set at 330 nm. Particle positions at different times are shown as open circles, where particle pairs formed inside 
the system are marked with solid circles. d) Angular probability density distribution of any two particles as a function of the separation obtained from 
the dynamic simulations. e) The corresponding probability density distribution of the interparticle separations with vertical (−90° to −45° and 45° to 
90°, red line) and horizontal (−45° to 45°, blue line) orientations. f) Calculated total forces (attractive electrodynamic force plus repulsive electrostatic 
force) of two Ag nanoparticles with different laser intensities. The inset is a zoom-in view of the equilibrium separations for the dimer. g) The equilibrium 
separations between the two nanoparticles as a function of laser intensity.
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The potential well of the ≈600 nm optical binding separation 
becomes much narrower and deeper as a single nanoparticle 
chain evolves into a dimer chain, demonstrating greater stability 
of the anisotropic chain (see Movie S4, Supporting Information, 
for a relatively stable dimer chain). It further indicates that the 
formation of a dimer can promote the formation of a new one in 
an optical matter system with thermal fluctuations.

To further investigate the formation and arrangement of 
anisotropic chain structures of silver nanoparticles, we have 
simulated the dynamics of laser-illuminated nanoparticles 
using a dynamic FDTD simulation approach. Figure 4c dis-
plays representative spatial distributions of the silver nano-
particles at different simulation times (for their trajectories, 
see Movie S5, Supporting Information). The simulation results 
show that chains of dimers and even chains of trimers can 
spontaneously arise in a disordered system by pure electro-
dynamic interactions. We note that the minimum interpar-
ticle separation in the simulation is set to 330 nm, otherwise 
the dimers will totally collapse due to attractive optical forces 
(the trajectories of the particles without setting a minimum 
separation can be seen in Figure S6, Supporting Information). 
In addition, if there is a dimer in a chain, it can promote the 
formation of other dimers, for example, the second to the third 
frame in Figure 4c. An ordered lattice can still be stable in the 
presence of thermal noise (Figure S7a, Supporting Informa-
tion). However, a dimer formed inside the lattice can trigger the 
formation of more dimers (Figure S7b,c, Supporting Informa-
tion), i.e., a self-replication behavior. We further summarized 
the separations and orientations of all pairs of nanoparticles 
in each simulation step. The preferred separations and orien-
tations can be seen from the probability density distribution 
shown in Figure 4d, and the corresponding probability den-
sity functions of the separations of these particles with vertical 
(−90° to −45° and 45° to 90°, red line) and horizontal (−45°  
to 45°, blue line) orientations are plotted in Figure 4e. The 
results agree very well with our experiments (Figure 2). Addi-
tionally, a sharp peak centered at 660 nm appears in Figure 4e, 
which arises from the linear trimers.

The formation of chain units with an average separation 
of ≤340 nm parallel to the polarization direction cannot be 
explained purely by electrodynamic interaction because no 
stable equilibrium state (potential well) exists at this distance 
and orientation. Although there is a zero-force point at the sep-
aration of 374 nm (Figure 4a), it is an unstable configuration. 
Since the Ag nanoparticles are coated by poly(vinylpyrrolidone) 
with negative surface charges, we have considered the inter-
action between electrostatic double layers on adjacent par-
ticle surfaces. The interparticle repulsive force induced by the 
electrostatic double layer interaction is given by[36]
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where ɛ is the solvent permittivity, a is the radius of the par-
ticle, κ is the inverse Debye length, kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, T is the absolute temperature, zp is the particle valence, 
e is the elemental charge, ψp is the surface potential of the 
particle, and r is center-to-center distance of two particles. 

The parameters for the calculations are: κ = 0.0362 nm−1, 
ψp = −56.3 mV, zp = 1, T = 300 K.[37] The combination of the 
electrostatic and electrodynamic forces yields a stable configu-
ration at ≈320–340 nm (Figure 4f). This equilibrium separation 
decreases with increasing laser intensity while the equilibrium 
separation (689 nm), which is governed by optical binding,  
remains the same (Figure 4g), which is consistent with our 
experimental observation (Figure S4, Supporting Information). 
The attractive electrodynamic forces increase linearly with 
the laser intensity while the repulsive electrostatic forces are 
intensity-independent, causing the decrease of the interparticle 
separations of the chain units. On the other hand, equilib-
rium separations of pure optical binding interactions are inde-
pendent of laser intensity, because the attractive and repulsive 
electrodynamic forces near the equilibrium separations have 
the same linear dependence on laser intensity.

Many other factors such as natural convection, Marangoni 
convection, thermo-osmotic flow, and thermophoretic force 
could affect the interactions between two metal nanoparticles 
illuminated by a laser beam in liquid.[38] We have examined 
these factors with details shown in the Supporting Informa-
tion. Our coupled thermal-fluidic simulations and calculations 
(Figures S8 and S9, Supporting Information) show that the 
forces generated by natural convection, Marangoni convec-
tion, and thermo-osmotic flow are negligible compared to the 
optical forces, while the thermophoretic forces only dominate 
in the near-field region. The increase of thermal repulsion is 
much slower than the attractive force caused by the optical field 
200–400 nm away from the particle surface.

The light-induced self-organization of anisotropic chains is a 
general phenomenon of colloidal nanoparticles. Nanoparticles 
made from other metals, polymers, and ceramics can also be 
assembled using this approach if strong optical binding forces 
are generated. For example, we have successfully assembled 
similar anisotropic chains using Au nanoparticles (150 nm dia.), 
SiO2@Au core–shell nanoparticles (80 nm diameter core, 30 nm 
thickness shell), polystyrene beads (300 nm dia.), and CeO2 nano-
particles (340 nm dia.) (Figure 5a). To further establish the cor-
relations among the particle size, material, and the tendency 
of light-induced self-assembly, we have calculated the potential 
energy of optical binding between two identical nanoparticles of 
different sizes and materials. Figure 5b shows some representative 
results. All the dimers have a potential well near the separation of 
600 nm, but the optical binding stabilities are different. The sta-
bility can be evaluated by the height of the potential energy barrier 
for a certain range of fluctuation of their interparticle separation. 
For example, at a fluctuation range of 265 nm in the potential 
well for two 150 nm silver particles, the barrier height is 1kBT0 
for 1 mW µm−2 laser intensity. In order to compare the intrinsic 
optical binding strength with different materials, we checked the 
barrier heights at this range (265 nm) for nanoparticles of different 
sizes and materials and plotted the results in Figure 5c. The gray 
dashed line indicates the sizes needed for other materials in order 
to achieve the same optical binding stability between 150 nm Ag 
nanoparticles. For example, the 250 nm CeO2 nanoparticles have 
the same optical binding stability as 150 nm Ag nanoparticles. 
Generally, the optical binding stability increases with particle 
size when the diameter is small (i.e., under the point dipole 
approximation). However, for larger dielectric nanoparticles, for 

Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1803238
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example, TiO2 and CeO2 with diameters > 250 nm, abnormal 
size-dependent optical binding behavior appears. This is most 
likely due to the increasing importance of higher order scattering 
modes in the large particles (see Figure S10, Supporting Informa-
tion), which cannot be treated as point dipoles anymore. On the 
other hand, the optical binding stabilities can always be increased 
by increasing the laser intensity as shown in Figure 5d. For 
example, to obtain the same optical binding stability of 150 nm 
silver nanoparticles (dashed line), the laser power applied on 
the 400 nm SiO2 spheres should be increased to ≈15 mW µm−2  
(≈15 times larger than that of Ag nanoparticles). Most importantly, 
we find that the refractive index is a key factor that determines 
the intrinsic optical binding strength of dielectric nanoparticles 
(see Table 1 for the refractive index n of different materials). The 
larger the refractive index, the stronger the optical binding interac-
tions that can be achieved under the point dipole approximation, 
for example, for 200 nm nanoparticles of different materials, the 
barrier height energies in Figure 5c follow the trend of refractive 
indices in Table 1.

Directed self-assembly of colloidal particles can also be 
achieved with other external fields, including time-varying 
electrical, magnetic, and acoustic fields.[39–41] However, a 
unique feature of light-induced self-assembly is the rich 

anisotropic interactions among the nanoparticles: not only 
are the optical binding interactions directional, but the bond 
length and strength are also anisotropic depending on the light 
polarization. This feature offers a route to address a significant 
challenge in nanoscience, that is, the rational self-assembly of 
a particular designed architecture without periodic organiza-
tion.[31] In addition, optical binding can provide nanometer 
precision for the control of nanoparticle positions,[21] which 
can rarely be achieved by other field-induced self-assembly 
methods. The optical field can also create controlled tempera-
ture fields and opto-thermophoretic forces to assemble a wide 
range of colloidal particles that are not accessible in highly 
material-dependent assembly methods.[42]

In summary, we have used a combined experimental and 
computational approach to investigate the formation and spa-
tial arrangements of ordered quasi-1D nanoparticle chains 
emerging from a disordered 2D Ag nanoparticle system under 
laser illumination. We show that: (i) the Ag nanoparticles 
prefer to form into chain structures with an average separation 
of ≈600 nm and significantly prefer to align perpendicular to the 
polarization direction with linearly polarized light due to strong 
optical binding along this direction; (ii) the chain units such as 
dimers and trimers with ≤340 nm interparticle separations are 
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Figure 5. Comparison of light-induced self-assembly of different nanoparticles. a) Dark-field images of the assembled chains consisting of Au 
nanoparticles (150 nm dia.), SiO2@Au (140 nm total diameter with 80 nm diameter SiO2 core and 30 nm thickness Au shell) core–shell nanostruc-
tures, CeO2 nanoparticles (340 nm dia.), and polystyrene beads (300 nm dia.). 2.73 mW µm−2 laser intensity was used for the Au nanoparticles and 
3.83 mW µm−2 was used for other nanoparticles. b) Calculated optical binding potentials of two identical nanoparticles of different materials as a 
function of the interparticle separation. The polarization direction of light is perpendicular to the orientation of the axis of the particle pair. c) Size-
dependent potential energies of different nanoparticles with 1 mW µm−2 laser intensity. The potential energies are obtained where the potential width 
equals 265 nm (where the potential energy of Ag nanoparticles is 1kBT0). d) Intensity-dependent potential energies of different nanoparticles. For 
example, to gain the same assembly effect of 150 nm silver nanoparticles, the laser power applied on the 400 nm SiO2 spheres should be increased to 
≈15 mW µm−2 (where the optical binding potential width equals that of the Ag nanoparticles with 1 mW µm−2 laser intensity).
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formed by coupled electrodynamic and electrostatic interactions 
and prefer to align parallel to the polarization direction; (iii) 
the formation of one dimer could accelerate the formation of 
another and the formation probability of the anisotropic chains 
increases with laser power. Furthermore, the different assembly 
mechanisms with different laser powers have also been 
addressed, where few short chains with dimers directly arise 
from a largely disordered state (large entropy) with weak elec-
trodynamic interactions, and long dimer chains emerge from 
a partially ordered lattice (small entropy) with strong electro-
dynamic interactions. These results reveal that the anisotropic 
electrodynamic interactions and entropy of the system play 
important roles in the assembly of novel optical matter struc-
tures in a thermally fluctuating nanoparticle system illuminated 
by light. Similar anisotropic chains have also been observed 
to self-assemble from Au, CeO2, polystyrene, and SiO2@Au 
core–shell nanoparticles in optical fields. Our findings provide 
a promising strategy to discover new dissipative structures and 
fabricate unusual photonic structures, and show the ability of 
light to reconfigure nanoscale building blocks into novel archi-
tectures with high flexibility under thermal fluctuations.

Experimental Section
Optical Tweezers: A Gaussian beam with wavelength of 800 nm 

is generated by a CW Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics 3900S). 
The laser beam is collimated and focused to the back aperture of an 
objective (Olympus UPLSAPO 60XW, NA 1.2), creating an expanded 
and relatively flat optical field on a coverslip surface that served as 
the top of a liquid sample cell containing silver nanoparticles. The Ag 
and SiO2@Au nanoparticles were purchased from nanoComposix Inc. 
The Au nanoparticles were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The CeO2 
nanoparticles were purchased from Ferro Corp. The polystyrene beads 
were purchased from Ted Pella Inc. To prevent the nanoparticles from 
being stuck on the surface, the coverslips were UV–ozone treated 
to make their surface negatively charged. The nanoparticles self-
organize in the optical trap near the upper glass surface of an aqueous 
sample cell placed on an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71). The 
nanoparticles were visualized by dark-field microscopy with a high NA 
dark-field condenser and recorded using a CMOS camera (Point Grey 
Grasshopper3) with frame rate of 300 fps.

Numerical Simulations: The optical binding forces and potentials were 
calculated using Lumerical FDTD Solutions software. The 3D simulation 
model assumes that silver nanospheres (150 nm dia.) are illuminated 
by a linearly polarized plane wave (λ = 800 nm) in water, and the optical 
forces for the particles are calculated using the Maxwell stress tensor 

approach.[43] The optical constants used in the calculations are shown 
in Table 1.

The dynamic simulation was conducted with a coupled 
FDTD-Langevin dynamics approach. The motion of a silver nanoparticle 
in a 2D optical field is described using 2D Langevin equations
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d
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where m is the mass of the particle, F(x) and F(y) are the x- and 
y-components of optical force acting on the nanoparticle at position 
(x, y) as calculated by the FDTD simulations, γ is the friction coefficient 
given by Stokes’ law (γ = 6πνR, where ν and R are the dynamic viscosity 
of the medium and radius of the nanoparticle, respectively), and η(t) 
is the random (noise) force. It is assumed that the acceleration for the 
nanoparticle is negligible in the overdamped limit, and the random 
Gaussian noise force obeys a normal distribution with mean of zero 
and standard deviation of 1 × 10−22 N W−1 m−2, where the direction is 
randomly chosen between −π and π. Then the kinetic motions of the 
nanoparticles are obtained by integrating the simplified Langevin 
equations
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The positions of nanoparticles were calculated using customized 
scripts in Lumerical FDTD. The time interval varies in each simulation 
step to ensure the maximum displacement of any particle in each 
simulation is small (set as 50 nm). The interparticle separations of all 
particle pairs were checked in each simulation step. If the separation of 
a pair is less than a set minimum distance (e.g., 330 nm), each particle 
would be moved away from the center of mass of the two particles until 
they reach the minimum distance.

Thermal simulations were conducted with the commercial software 
package COMSOL Multiphysics based on the finite element method 
(version 5.3 with incorporated RF, Laminar flow, and heat transfer 
modules). Full 3D simulations were performed to get the temperature 
distribution of the chain structures. The silver nanoparticle acts as 
the electromagnetic heat source illuminated by a plane wave. Room 
temperature is set at all boundaries. For the simulation of the thermo-
osmotic flow, a 2D axisymmetric model composed of a glass substrate, 
silver nanoparticle, and water was established. A slip velocity was 
imposed as a boundary condition for stationary flows of low Reynolds 
number.
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